
CIDEON – efficient engineering. 

CIDEON CAD Migrator 

Data migration to SAP PLM for Autodesk® Inventor® and Dassault® SOLIDWORKS®

Opening older Inventor and SOLIDWORKS data using a new CAD release issued by the manufacturer can take time due 

to the data generally requiring internal conversion. Furthermore, functions not supported for older data formats or a drop in 

performance during processing may involve the need for intensive preparatory work. In such cases, laborious imports or re-

imports are usually necessary to make the data compatible to a current release and then accessible for ongoing engineering 

tasks. A further case in point involves changes to data when, for example, file properties need to be globally amended and 

then reconciled or consolidated with the SAP system. This not only involves extensive time, but also raises major risks to 

data quality, especially for large assemblies with many individual components.

Ensuring CAD data consistency over the long-term

To minimise time effort and to gain the benefits from new CAD releases, a form of data conversion is recommended that 

takes place independently from general day-to-day operations.

This is where CIDEON makes life easier for its users. When a new CAD release is implemented, the CIDEON CAD Migrator 

supports the fully automated recalculation of all components, assemblies, standard parts and drawings stored in the SAP 

document management system (DMS), thereby guaranteeing data quality while making use of the relevant CAD functions. 

Parallel processing within a flexible or distributed system architecture ensures a faster process.

This means that designers always have the latest CAD data at their disposal on a uniform release basis, without requiring 

any manual intervention. Implementing a new CAD release is easily accomplished and in parallel to ongoing design work, 

without affecting the daily workflow of engineers.

At the same time, the CIDEON CAD Migrator has mass-processing functions to ensure legacy data is updated and corrupt 

documents or files analysed.
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Migration Engine Client
 

The migration tool consists of the Migration Engine Client (MEC) and the SAP Migration Control Center (MCC). The MEC uses 

the SAP Retriever to communicate with the SAP system to exchange data with the CIDEON CAD Migrator. The Migrator then 

processes and saves the CAD data in the current data format. An option is also available to integrate specific customer CAD 

processing routines.

After processing, the CIDEON CAD Migrator saves the migrated data back into the SAP document info record (DIR). The former 

DIR can be optionally overwritten or retained as a backup. These backups can be automatically deleted after a consolidation 

phase.

Fig.: MEC – CIDEON CAD Migrator interfaceFig: MEC – SAP Retriever interface
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Migration Engine Client
 

The actual migration process is performed outside the SAP system on a CAD workstation. Each active CAD Migrator (see box) 

takes into account prescribed priorities, and processes packages specifically assigned to it, regardless of where the data is 

stored. Where design activities are spread internationally, it naturally makes sense (as far as possible) to migrate the data in one 

location independently from data in other locations to avoid time-consuming data transfer over WAN lines.

The data is automatically recalculated within the native CAD application or by using extra CAD plug-ins or scripts. The Migrator 

independently organises downloading of the data. Restrictions from the SAP PLM status network (e.g. lock status) or change 

numbers will not hinder the migration process. Delta migrations can also be performed multiple times.
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Migration Control Center

 

Collecting data, combining and analysing work packages

The complete data can be searched, analysed and tested using different criteria important for the migration (check-in 

status, existence of the CAD original, standard part, paths). The data collected can then be used for a productive migration 

to take place. Specially adapted search functions within the control center enable the data for migration to be combined 

manually or automatically into work packages (migration jobs), prioritised and then made available. Within these work pa-

ckages, pending sub-assemblies and individual parts are also taken into account via loading or conflict rules.

The CIDEON CAD Migrator also has the ability to functions across on several workstations.

By distributing the load in this way increases throughput speeds and the stability of the entire process.

In SAP, the Migration Control Center (MCC) serves as a control center 

for CAD migration and is the component for selecting data, monitoring 

the migration process, and analysing mistakes.
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Migration Control Center

 

Backup and security

Several backup procedures are available that can be managed manually or automatically via the Control Center (MCC) or 

the Migration Client (MEC). It is also possible to reset a work package to its pre-migration state. Various configuration para-

meters ensure greater security when processing the original CAD files in the control center.

Performance

The migration of large volumes of data requires powerful and efficient processes. The CIDEON CAD Migrator systematically 

avoids re-migration of already migrated data and drastically reduces download times by using a local cache. Immediate 

feedback on the status of a migrated package reduces waiting times when processing work packages. Processes in the 

control center function with large volumes of data, according to the data set to be migrated. Managing the data in the con-

trol center is specially designed to do this (e.g. displaying of data records, refresh). The processing of background tasks is 

also available for many functions.
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Overview of features

 

Configuration

�Support from assistance systems in MCC and MEC

�Simple control via parameters and activities in the  

workflow

Security

�Manual or automatic backup variants

�Configuration parameters to protect original CAD files

�Authorisation concept (function codes) within the SAP 

Control Center

Pre-migration data analysis

�  Analysis of the data set with criteria: checked-in, not/never 

checked-in, version conflicts, CAD originals in SAP DIR

�Simulation of migration for individual parts

Selection of documents to be migrated within SAP

�  Automatic or manual

� Selection according to different criteria: document areas, 

document types, standard parts, documents in specific 

storage areas, according to previous version

�  Allocation of documents to packages for easier control

Overview of migrated documents/documents still to 

be migrated

�  Defined status network for work packages

� Detailed monitoring

�  Migrations evaluation (per storage category, per documen-

tation type, per package ID, as a percentage, based on 

data quantity)

�  Comparison of migrated data against total data
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Consultancy you can trust

In addition to extensive software expertise in CAD 

and engineering environments, we also offer a full 

portfolio of consultancy and best practices for suc-

cessful SAP PLM projects.

�Implementation of the CIDEON CAD Migrator 

and other SAP PLM products and add-on tools, 

e.g. importing CAD data into SAP, neutral format 

generation, output management

�SAP Engineering Control Center interfaces

�Support with SAP EHP release upgrades or when 

switching to S/4HANA
 

Registration options for our free webinars:

www.cideon.com

Migration outside the SAP system

�Parallel operation of multiple CAD Migrators

�Low administration effort due to common configuration 

files

�Separate territorial locations taken into consideration (SAP 

Content Server)

�Updating file properties

Migration process and parallel migration

�Instant migration (ZeroImpact) or pre-migration with sub-

sequent switchover (BigBang) or a combined approach

�Migration parallel to going design work

�Both CAD systems can also be migrated in parallel

�True parallel migration for single parts without structure

�Simultaneous migration of structures (assemblies, dra-

wings) via a special locking concept in SAP

�Location-dependent migration (several clients per location 

possible)

�Possibility to reset or arrange new migration

�Stopping the migration process in the MCC or MEC

�Central logging in SAP with extensive search and analysis 

functions for further processing
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� Process consulting

� Engineering software

� Implementation

� Global support

CIDEON Software & Services GmbH & Co. KG

Lochhamer Schlag 21 · D-82166 Gräfelfi ng

Tel. +49(0)89 909003-0 · Fax +49(0)89 909003-250

E-mail: info@cideon.com · www.cideon.de


